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GET IN TOUCH: Are you one
of these Spring Queens?
Picture by BENNY GOOL

Hunt for
beauties
SPRING QUEEN SEARCH

ARE you one of these Cape
beauties or do you recognise any
of them?
The organisers of an art exhibition
showcasing the Spring Queen pageant
are looking for the women pictured in
this photograph.
Dr Siona O’Connell, who is heading up the
project, says the pageant was held in the Good
Hope Centre in the
late 1980s and the
photographer was
Benny Gool.
Flats factory work“We also know that ers, and ask quesit was a GAWU [Gar- tions around gender,
ment Allied Workers power, oppression
Union] event, which and freedom, and
was the predecessor of just what happens to
the Spring Queen
Sactwu,” says Siona.
after the lights have
Interview
gone out.”
Siona says people’s
“We want to interview and photograph response to the
these women, and exhibit has been
any other Springs overwhelming.
Queens we haven’t
“It’s taken us by
met yet for the exhi- surprise, particularbition and a docu- ly through the Daily
mentary film.
Voice’s coverage, how
“The new Spring an art exhibition is
Queen is being being spoken about
crowned on Novem- in these communiber 17 and we’d like ties,” says Siona.
to highlight the n If you have info
ladies on this photo- about the ladies in
graph there.”
the photo, email
The Spring Queen Siona on se.oconnell
art exhibition wants @uct.ac.za or call
to draw attention to 021 480 7153 or
the lives of Cape 083 772 4143.

Cops ‘shoot’
fleeingdriver
By MARVIN
ADAMS
A MAN who ran a red
robot was allegedly
shot dead by cops.
Tumi “Bozza” Rantlhaku, 22, was shot
three times – once in
the head – while
speeding away from
police officers on
Tuesday in Diepkloof,
Soweto.
Rantlhaku was travelling in a Honda Civic
with two passengers.

Shooting
“The police were
driving two cars, one
Golf Gti and a normal
[branded] police van.
We didn’t see if the
guys in the Civic were
shooting or not. One
of the guys died,” an
anonymous witness
says.
The witness adds
one of the passengers, who looked as if
he was armed, tried
to run away from
police but was shot in
the foot.
The second passen-

DEAD: Tumi ‘Bozza’
Rantlhaku was shot
ger was also bust.
According to the
report, Rantlhaku
died at the scene
after waiting for an
ambulance for over
three hours.
“The Independent
Police Investigative
Directorate are still
busy taking down
statements and will
perhaps have more
information
[on
Thursday],”
says
Diepkloof
police
spokeswoman Pepi
Matlou-Mteto.

